
Meru Accounting

Accounting Services for Sports Tech

Company

PROJECT DETAILS

A Accounting

B Jan 2023 - Ongoing

C Less than $10,000

D
"We're impressed with their great

customer service and quick response

time."

PROJECT SUMMARY

Meru Accounting provides ongoing accounting

services for a sports technology company. The

team works on bookkeeping, data entry of

receipts and invoices, and preparation of monthly

financial reports.

PROJECT FEEDBACK

The client has been pleased

with Meru Accounting's

efforts, describing their

services as accurate and

timely. The team ensures a

smooth process by attending

to the client's needs promptly.

Overall, their customer-

oriented approach continues

to pave the way to a seamless

and long-term partnership.
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Meru Accounting

The Client

Please describe your company and position.

I am the CEO of ClubSpot

Describe what your company does in a single
sentence.

Provide complete club management systems to sports clubs

The Challenge

E John Hyland
CEO, ClubSpot

G Sports

F Ireland

CLIENT RATING

5.0
Overall Score

Quality: 5.0

Schedule: 5.0

Cost: 5.0

Would Refer: 5.0
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The Approach

How did you find Meru Accounting?

Online Search

Why did you select Meru Accounting over others?

High ratings

Describe the scope of work in detail. Please include a
summary of key deliverables.

Monthly book keeping, data entry of receipts and invoices and

prepare monthly reports

The Outcome

Describe their project management. Did they deliver
items on time? How did they respond to your needs?

Yes they delivered an excellent service

What was your primary form of communication with
Meru Accounting?

Virtual Meeting

What did you find most impressive or unique about
this company?

We're impressed with their great customer service and quick

response time.

Meru Accounting
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Are there any areas for improvement or something
Meru Accounting could have done differently?

No, they have been excellent.

hello@meruaccounting.com

+17206496579

www.meruaccounting.com

Meru Accounting
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